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Naval Doctrine Publication 1 Naval Warfare March 2010 2016-12-23 united states us naval doctrine is the foundation upon which our
tactics techniques and procedures are built it articulates operational concepts that govern the employment of naval forces at all levels a
product of more than 200 years of us navy marine corps and coast guard experience it incorporates the lessons of history naval doctrine
publication ndp 1 describes how the naval service the navy marine corps and coast guard team operates as an integrated force in joint
and multinational operations across the range of military operations it links the fundamental principles that guide the employment of
naval forces to our national military and maritime strategies it also serves as a primer for joint and combined force commanders and
senior leaders in the departments of defense homeland security the navy and other government agencies and nongovernmental
organizations to better understand us naval forces and our capabilities the intent of ndp 1 is to describe the character and employment
of us naval forces and highlight the distinctiveness of military operations in the maritime domain it explains how naval forces attain both
enduring and evolving national objectives emphasizing our important role in joint multinational and other operations it presents broad
guidance for active and reserve naval service members and civilians in broad terms it defines who we are what we do and how we fight
this publication should be read studied and understood by every sailor marine and coastguardsman
Naval Doctrine Publication NDP 1 Naval Warfare April 2020 2021-02-15 this united states navy manual naval doctrine publication ndp 1
naval warfare april 2020 provides the doctrinal foundation governing our pursuit of excellence in the art and science of naval warfare it
provides our philosophy of warfighting to guide our activities in the preparation for and execution of naval warfare based on experience
and history it is designed to be an enduring publication that guides how we organize and employ integrated forces as part of a joint or
combined force the intent of this publication is to provide for mutual understanding and alignment within the naval service
institutionally and individually institutionally it forms the doctrinal foundation for subordinate publications subject to more frequent
revision that provide specific details regarding various aspects of naval operations individually it informs all naval personnel about the
distinctiveness of operations in the maritime domain and the unique roles they fulfill as part of the naval service the intended audience
is all naval personnel those in uniform and the civilians who support them this publication is about naval warfare the ultimate execution
of our sworn duty to support and defend the constitution of the united states of america it describes who we are what we do and how
we fight as an integrated naval force
Naval Doctrine Publication 1 1994 describes how the naval service the navy marine corps and coast guard team operates as an
integrated force in joint and multinational operations across the range of military operations it links the fundamental principles that
guide the employment of naval forces to our national military and maritime strategies
Navy Tactical Reference Publication Ntrp 1-01 the Naval Warfare Library Nwl May 20141 the Naval Warfare Library Nwl
May 2016-11-29 navy tactical reference publication ntrp 1 01 the naval warfare library may 2014 nwl is a compilation of doctrinal
tactical and reference publications needed by the navy warfighter as illustrated by figure 1 1 the library includes publications from
within the navy doctrine hierarchy and applicable allied multi service and multinational publications ntrp 1 01 the navy warfare library
defines the organization and procedures governing naval doctrine publication ndp 1 navy warfare publications nwps navy tactics
techniques and procedures nttps navy tactical reference publications ntrps fleet exercise publications fxps and tactical memorandums
tacmemos it assigns responsibilities for developing and maintaining tactical and doctrinal publications and contains guidance for
maintaining the nwl where applicable ntrp 1 01 addresses procedures pertaining to multi service publications allied publications aps



multinational publications mps joint publications jps allied joint publications ajps and the navy lessons learned system used by u s navy
forces
Naval Doctrine 1996-06-01 the purpose of doctrine is to unite beliefs and actions the armed forces are not always successful in
achieving true interoperability one cause for the disconnection between them is that while the services develop forces they do not
employ them the combatant commands employ what the services provide accordingly one of doctrine s most valuable roles is assuring
the integration of the developer and operator this thesis examines the successfulness of naval and joint warfare and command and
control doctrine at the interface of development and employment the thesis concludes that joint publication 1 joint warfare of the us
armed forces and joint publication 6 doctrine for command control communications and computer c4 systems support to joint
operations present an integrated focused framework the ties to and between the corresponding naval doctrine publications are weaker
naval doctrine publication 1 naval warfare the naval doctrine command s first attempt at issuing doctrine contains several weaknesses
that detract from its stated purpose of establishing a framework for more detailed doctrine naval doctrine publication 6 naval command
and control does meet its purpose and is a much stronger document but could be further strengthened by incorporating a discussion of
how naval command control communications computers and intelligence systems will be employed to support naval command and
control
The Commander's Handbook on the Law of Naval Operations 1989 the commander s handbook on the law of naval operations august
2017 edition nwp 1 14m mctp 11 10b comdtpub p5800 7ascopethis publication the commander s handbook on the law of naval
operations august 2017 edition sets out those fundamental principles of international and domestic law that govern u s naval operations
at sea chapters 1 through 4 relate to peacetime naval operations they provide an overview and general discussion of the law of the sea
including definitions and descriptions of the jurisdiction and sovereignty exercised by states over various parts of the world s oceans the
international legal status and navigational rights of warships and military aircraft protection of persons and property at sea and the
safeguarding of national interests in the maritime environment chapters 5 through 12 relate to naval warfare they set out principles of
law of special concern to the naval commander during any period in which u s naval forces are engaged in armed conflict although the
primary emphasis of these chapters is on the conduct of naval warfare relevant principles and concepts common to the whole of the law
of war are also discussed purposethis publication is intended for the use of operational commanders and supporting staff elements at all
levels of command it is designed to provide officers in command and their staffs with an overview of the rules of law governing naval
operations in peacetime and during armed conflict the explanations and descriptions in this publication are intended to enable the naval
commander and his staff to comprehend more fully the legal foundations upon which the orders issued to them by higher authority are
premised and to understand better the commander s responsibilities under international and domestic law to execute his mission within
that law this publication sets forth general guidance it is not a comprehensive treatment of the law nor is it a substitute for the definitive
legal guidance provided by judge advocates and others responsible for advising commanders on the law officers in command of
operational units are encouraged to utilize this publication as a training aid for assigned personnel this publication provides general
information and guidance it is not directive and does not supersede guidance issued by the chain of command international lawfor
purposes of this publication international law is defined as that body of rules that states consider binding in their relations with one
another international law is created by states it derives from the practice of states in the international arena and from international



agreements between states international law provides stability in international relations and an expectation that certain acts or
omissions will result in predictable consequences if one state violates the law it may expect that others will reciprocate consequently
failure to comply with international law ordinarily involves greater political and economic costs than does observance in short states
comply with international law because it is in their interest to do so like most rules of conduct international law is in a continual state of
development and change this publication seeks to accurately describe the state of international law on the date of the publication s
issuance practice of statesthe general and consistent practice among states with respect to a particular subject which over time is
accepted by them generally as a legal obligation is known as customary international law customary international law is the principal
source of international law and is binding upon all states
The Commander's Handbook on the Law of Naval Operations August 2017 Edition NWP 1-14M MCTP 11-10B COMDTPUB P5800.7A
2019-05-13 volume 1 of 3 originally published in 1849 this work gives details of the life and services of every living officer in her
majesty s navy who was serving or had retired by 1845 nearly 5 000 officers in all generally acknowledged as the most comprehensive
work of its kind it was a considerable undertaking for one man to piece together such detailed biographies this information was
compiled from official records and from details supplied by the officers themselves the service details found on every page reflect the
centuries old naval traditions of devotion to duty and great bravery in the face of danger they also provide information on the many
naval actions that were fought at the end of the eighteenth and first half of nineteenth centuries coincidentally the original publication
took place during the year of issue of what is now referred to as the naval general service medal in 1847 queen victoria authorised this
award to be struck to record the services of naval officers and men who took part in various actions between 1793 and 1815 later
extended to 1840 the award was limited to those who were alive at the time of the announcement over 200 naval actions were
commemorated on clasps to this medal details of these and a considerable number of other engagements are to be found throughout
this volume over the century and a half since its publication this work has established itself as an essential reference work for naval
historians and for a wider section of the public who are in search of their naval ancestry
A Naval Biographical Dictionary - Volume 1 2012-02-06 navy tactical reference publication ntrp 1 02 navy supplement to the dod
dictionary of military and associated terms january 2017 ntrp 1 02 navy supplement to the dod dictionary of military and associated
terms establishes and standardizes the professional language of the u s navy by defining the terminology acronyms and abbreviations
used in navy warfare library nwl publications ntrp 1 02 supplements joint publication 1 02 jp 1 02 department of defense dictionary of
military and associated terms the terminology established by ntrp 1 02 shall be used without alteration unless a distinctly different
connotation is intended for guidance in preparing glossaries and lists of acronyms and abbreviations for nwl publications consult nttp 1
01 the navy warfare library terminology included in ntrp 1 02 is collected from the main text of promulgated navy publications and
widely used allied publications terms that are adequately defined by or that have definitions that can be derived from a standard
collegiate dictionary are not included terms defined in jp 1 02 are not included in ntrp 1 02 unless navy usage has a markedly different
context or meaning abbreviations and acronyms in ntrp 1 02 reflect standard meanings for those used most commonly in nwl
publications as a general rule abbreviations defined in standard collegiate dictionaries are not included entries do not include prowords
code words or brevity words
Navy Tactical Reference Publication Ntrp 1-02 Navy Supplement to the Dod Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms January 2017



2017-01-27 nwp 1 05 establishes the guiding principles for the provision of religious ministry to navy forces and provides the framework
for the religious ministry tasks and activities across the range of military operations
Navy Warfare Publication - Religious Ministry in The U.S. Navy (NWP 1-05) 2018-11-18 in 1790 the first congress of the united states
established a small maritime law enforcement component within the treasury department to assist in collecting the new nation s
customs duties for the next eight years this revenue marine later called the revenue cutter service was the nation s only naval force and
was soon assigned military duties over time the revenue cutter service merged with or absorbed other federal agencies the service
acquired new responsibilities based upon its ability to perform them with existing assets and minimal disruption to its other duties in
some cases the service absorbed other agencies because their maritime responsibilities were seen as intersecting with or
complementing its own the result is today s u s coast guard a unique force that carries out an array of civil and military responsibilities
touching every facet of the maritime environment of the united states the coast guard s distinct blend of authorities capabilities
competencies and partnerships provide the president secretary of homeland security secretary of defense and other national leaders
with the capabilities to lead or support a range of operations to ensure safety security and stewardship in the maritime domain the
interrelated nature of the coast guard s missions and culture of adaptability provides the service with the ability to rapidly shift from one
mission to another as national priorities demand the true value of the coast guard to the nation is not in its ability to perform any single
mission but in its versatile highly adaptive multi mission character coast guard publication 1 pub 1 explains who we are and what we do
it describes the fundamental roles and forces of today s coast guard in keeping with our military nature pub 1 is consistent with joint
publication 1 jp 1 which is the capstone doctrine for unified action by the armed forces of the united states it also aligns with naval
doctrine publication 1 ndp 1 which describes how the u s naval services operate as an integrated force across a range of military
operations however while we are a military service and a branch of the armed forces of the united states at all times defense readiness
is only one of the coast guard s missions pub 1 describes the full spectrum of our service responsibilities this document traces our
history to explain how the coast guard acquired its diverse mission set it explains the unique characteristics and qualities derived from
our history roles and missions that collectively define who we are finally it lays out principles of operations that flow from our particular
organizational nature and identity in other words it also describes how we do things the principles of operations discussed in this
publication are coast guard doctrine rooted in our history and distilled from hard won experience they are fundamental concepts that
guide our actions in support of the nation s objectives they provide a shared interpretation of the past and a common starting point for
thinking about future directions together with training and experience this shared outlook leads to disciplined action because this
doctrine is rooted in history it is enduring but it also evolves in response to changes in the geo political and strategic landscape lessons
from current operations and the introduction of new technologies doctrine influences the way policy and plans are developed forces are
organized trained and employed and equipment is procured and maintained it promotes unity of purpose guides professional judgment
and enables coast guard active duty reserve civilian and auxiliary men and women to best fulfill their responsibilities pub 1 tells us how
we became and why we are the united states coast guard
Coast Guard Publication 1 Pub 1 Doctrine for the U. S. Coast Guard February 2014 2015-05-25 navy tactical reference publication ntrp 1
02 navy supplement to the dod dictionary of military and associated terms jan 2017 ntrp 1 02 navy supplement to the dod dictionary of
military and associated terms establishes and standardizes the professional language of the u s navy by defining the terminology



acronyms and abbreviations used in navy warfare library nwl publications ntrp 1 02 supplements joint publication 1 02 jp 1 02
department of defense dictionary of military and associated terms the terminology established by ntrp 1 02 shall be used without
alteration unless a distinctly different connotation is intended for guidance in preparing glossaries and lists of acronyms and
abbreviations for nwl publications consult nttp 1 01 the navy warfare library terminology included in ntrp 1 02 is collected from the main
text of promulgated navy publications and widely used allied publications terms that are adequately defined by or that have definitions
that can be derived from a standard collegiate dictionary are not included terms defined in jp 1 02 are not included in ntrp 1 02 unless
navy usage has a markedly different context or meaning abbreviations and acronyms in ntrp 1 02 reflect standard meanings for those
used most commonly in nwl publications as a general rule abbreviations defined in standard collegiate dictionaries are not included
entries do not include prowords code words or brevity words
Navy Tactical Reference Publication Ntrp 1-02 2017-02-02 navy warfare publication nwp 5 01 navy planning dec 2013 this
publication is in essence about the concepts of decisionmaking and it provides the basic process for planning navy operations the
principles contained within can be applied by any echelon on a ship in a strike group or in a task force the process can be applied by a
commander facing a conventional threat such as another nation s navy or in a conflict dominated by asymmetric tactics and an
unconventional adversary moreover the principles contained within are applicable to a variety of other evolutions some not necessarily
operational in nature in which a commander may be involved though this publication likely will find its greatest utility with a navy
component commander ncc navy numbered fleet commander nfc or a joint force maritime component commander jfmcc it will refer to
navy organizations in general regardless of level of command furthermore the navy planning process npp is compatible with joint
planning guidelines and procedures of jp 5 0 joint operation planning as well as the united states marine corps planning process mcpp
as reflected in mcwp 5 1 marine corps planning process this publication alerts the reader when the npp deviates from either of these
two planning processes thus navy commands following the process can effectively integrate into and operate as part of a joint force
Navy Warfare Publication Nwp 5-01 2017-01-10 navy tactical reference publication ntrp 4 04 2 1 doctrinal reference for the naval
construction force july 2010 this publication provides general information on the ncf mission organization concept of employment
manning and equipment used in support of engineer and construction operations it is also a reference guide of published information
based on current personnel allowances and table of allowances toa
Navy Tactical Reference Publication Ntrp 4-04.2.1 2017-03-17 in 1790 the first congress of the united states established a small
maritime law enforcement component within the treasury department to assist in collecting the new nation s customs duties for the
next eight years this revenue marine later called the revenue cutter service was the nation s only naval force and was soon assigned
military duties over time the revenue cutter service merged with or absorbed other federal agencies the service acquired new
responsibilities based upon its ability to perform them with existing assets and minimal disruption to its other duties in some cases the
service absorbed other agencies because their maritime responsibilities were seen as intersecting with or complementing its own the
result is today s u s coast guard a unique force that carries out an array of civil and military responsibilities touching every facet of the
maritime environment of the united states the coast guard s distinct blend of authorities capabilities competencies and partnerships
provide the president secretary of homeland security secretary of defense and other national leaders with the capabilities to lead or
support a range of operations to ensure safety security and stewardship in the maritime domain the interrelated nature of the coast



guard s missions and culture of adaptability provides the service with the ability to rapidly shift from one mission to another as national
priorities demand the true value of the coast guard to the nation is not in its ability to perform any single mission but publication 1 pub
1 explains who we are and what we do it describes the fundamental roles and forces of today s coast guard in keeping with our military
nature pub 1 is consistent with joint publication 1 jp 1 which is the capstone doctrine for unified action by the armed forces of the united
states it also aligns with naval doctrine publication 1 ndp 1 which describes how the u s naval services operate as an integrated force
across a range of military operations however while we are a military service and a branch of the armed forces of the united states at all
times defense readiness is only one of the coast guard s missions pub 1 describes the full spectrum of our service responsibilities this
document traces our history to explain how the coast guard acquired its diverse mission set it explains the unique characteristics and
qualities derived from our history roles and missions that collectively define who we are finally it lays out principles of operations that
flow from our particular organizational nature and identity in other words it also describes how we do things the principles of operations
discussed in this publication are coast guard doctrine rooted in our history and distilled from hard won experience they are fundamental
concepts that guide our actions in support of the nation s objectives they provide a shared interpretation of the past and a common
starting point for thinking about future directions together with training and experience this shared outlook leads to disciplined action
because this doctrine is rooted in history it is enduring but it also evolves in response to changes in the geo political and strategic
landscape lessons from current operations and the introduction of new technologies doctrine influences the way policy and plans are
developed forces are organized trained and employed and equipment is procured and maintained it promotes unity of purpose guides
professional judgment and enables coast guard active duty reserve civilian and auxiliary men and women to best fulfill their
responsibilities pub 1 tells us how we became and why we are the united states coast guard
Coast Guard Publication 1 Doctrine for the U.S. Coast Guard February 2014 2017-04 navy tactical reference publication ntrp 1 02 navy
supplement to the dod dictionary of military and associated terms nov 2016 ntrp 1 02 navy supplement to the dod dictionary of military
and associated terms establishes and standardizes the professional language of the u s navy by defining the terminology acronyms and
abbreviations used in navy warfare library nwl publications ntrp 1 02 supplements joint publication 1 02 jp 1 02 department of defense
dictionary of military and associated terms the terminology established by ntrp 1 02 shall be used without alteration unless a distinctly
different connotation is intended for guidance in preparing glossaries and lists of acronyms and abbreviations for nwl publications
consult nttp 1 01 the navy warfare library terminology included in ntrp 1 02 is collected from the main text of promulgated navy
publications and widely used allied publications terms that are adequately defined by or that have definitions that can be derived from a
standard collegiate dictionary are not included terms defined in jp 1 02 are not included in ntrp 1 02 unless navy usage has a markedly
different context or meaning abbreviations and acronyms in ntrp 1 02 reflect standard meanings for those used most commonly in nwl
publications as a general rule abbreviations defined in standard collegiate dictionaries are not included entries do not include prowords
code words or brevity words
Navy Tactical Reference Publication Ntrp 1-02 Navy Supplement to the Dod Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms Nov 2016
2016-12-10 this manual navy tactical reference publication ntrp 1 02 navy supplement to the dod dictionary of military and associated
terms april 2019 establishes and standardizes the professional language of the u s navy by defining the terminology acronyms and
abbreviations used in navy warfare library nwl publications ntrp 1 02 supplements dod dictionary of military and associated terms the



terminology established by ntrp 1 02 shall be used without alteration unless a distinctly different connotation is intended for guidance in
preparing glossaries and lists of acronyms and abbreviations for nwl publications consult ntrp 1 01 the navy warfare library terminology
included in ntrp 1 02 is collected from the main text of promulgated navy publications and widely used allied publications terms that are
adequately defined by or that have definitions that can be derived from a standard collegiate dictionary are not included terms defined
in dod dictionary are not included in ntrp 1 02 unless navy usage has a markedly different context or meaning abbreviations and
acronyms in ntrp 1 02 reflect standard meanings for those used most commonly in nwl publications
Directives, Publications and Reports Index 1975-07 excerpt from the genius of naval warfare vol 1 strategy it did not take long for
me to perceive that i had undertaken a task beyond my strength and that a very long time would elapse before i should be capable of
realizing my program moreover the title i had chosen seemed to me to be pretentious although it exactly expressed my idea i therefore
renounced the composi tion of a complete work and limited my pretensions to bringing out separate studies without connecting them by
a general title under these conditions a study of naval combat was published in 1902 followed by a study of naval strategy in 1905
these two works were the first two parts of my original design as for the third part it was sacrificed to the publication of the struggle for
command of the sea and since then i have not had time to bring it out a new edition of the two studies that have already appeared
having become necessary i decided to take up again my first project inclusive of its general title which i hope will be more readily
pardoned for the ten years that have passed i therefore offer to day to the criticism of my comrades volume i of the genius of naval
warfare strategy which is merely a revision of a study of naval strategy it is very rare for authors not to have something to add to their
works and i have not escaped the common law i have therefore seized the opportunity to reconstruct or develop some chapters in
others i have merely made trifling corrections but my readers will thank me for having abbreviated volume ii tactics is about to appear
and will be the new edition of a study of naval combat finally i hope very soon to complete organization which will form volume iii of the
genius of naval warfare about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Navy Tactical Reference Publication NTRP 1-02 Navy Supplement to the DOD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms
April 2019 2019-05-19 navy tactical reference publication ntrp 1 03 5 defense readiness reporting system navy drrs n reporting
manual establishes drrs n readiness reporting procedures specifically ntrp 1 03 5 provides the framework for specified navy
organizations to conduct navy mission essential task nmet assessments and readiness reporting via drrs n
Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications 1979 stay up to date with the latest advancements in naval
technology and strategy with the proceedings of the united states naval institute this journal features articles and essays written by
experts in the field providing insights into the challenges facing the modern navy whether you re a naval enthusiast or a military
professional this publication is a must read this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of



the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
Our Navy, the Standard Publication of the U.S. Navy 1926 defined as operations other than war stability operations can include
peacekeeping activities population control and counternarcotics efforts and for the entire history of the united states military they have
been considered a dangerous distraction if not an outright drain on combat resources yet in 2005 the u s department of defense
reversed its stance on these practices a dramatic shift in the mission of the armed forces and their role in foreign and domestic affairs
with the elevation of stability operations the job of the american armed forces is no longer just to win battles but to create a controlled
nonviolent space for political negotiations and accord yet rather than produce revolutionary outcomes stability operations have resulted
in a large scale mission creep with harmful practical and strategic consequences jennifer morrison taw examines the military s sudden
embrace of stability operations and its implications for american foreign policy and war through a detailed examination of deployments
in iraq and afghanistan changes in u s military doctrine adaptations in force preparation and the political dynamics behind this new
stance taw connects the preference for stability operations to the far reaching overly ambitious american preoccupation with managing
international stability she also shows how domestic politics have reduced civilian agencies capabilities while fostering an unhealthy
overreliance on the military introducing new concepts such as securitized instability and institutional privileging taw builds a framework
for understanding and analyzing the expansion of the american armed forces responsibilities in an ever changing security landscape
Basic Research in the Navy 1959 the naval chronicle published in 40 volumes between 1799 and 1818 is a key source for british
maritime and military history this reissue is the first complete printed reproduction of what was the most influential maritime publication
of its day the subjects covered range from accounts of battles and lists of ships to notices of promotions and marriages courts martial
and deaths and biographies poetry and letters each volume also contains engravings and charts relating to naval engagements and
important harbours around the world volume 1 1799 contains english and french accounts of the battle of the nile and the glorious first
of june technical papers include discussions of an improved pump capstan ship stability and the indian monsoon there are topographical
descriptions of brest and southampton a report on the american navy and biographies of admirals earl howe lord rodney and viscount
bridport
The Genius of Naval Warfare, Vol. 1 2018-03-03 get all 6 of the mcdp s in one place mcdp 1 warfighting since fleet marine force manual
1 warfighting was first published in 1989 it has had a significant impact both inside and outside the marine corps that manual has
changed the way marines think about warfare it has caused energetic debate and has been translated into several foreign languages
issued by foreign militaries and published commercially it has strongly influenced the development of doctrine by our sister services our
current naval doctrine is based on the tenets of maneuver warfare as described in that publication current and emerging concepts such
as operational maneuver from the sea derive their doctrinal foundation from the philosophy contained in warfighting our philosophy of
warfighting as described in the manual is in consonance with joint doctrine contributing to our ability to operate harmoniously with the
other services mcdp 2 intelligence marine corps doctrinal publication mcdp 2 intelligence describes the theory and philosophy of
intelligence as practiced by the united states marine corps it provides marines a conceptual framework for understanding and
conducting effective intelligence activities the marine corps view of intelligence is based on our common understanding of the nature of



war and on our warfighting philosophy as described in mcdp 1 warfighting mcdp 3 expeditionary operations marine corps doctrinal
publication mcdp 3 expeditionary operations establishes doctrine for the conduct of military operations by the u s marine corps it
describes the marine corps as an expeditionary force in readiness that is manned trained and equipped specifically to respond quickly
to a broad variety of crises and conflicts across the full range of military operations anywhere in the world it emphasizes the naval
character of marine corps forces this naval expeditionary character provides capabilities both to forward deploy forces near the scene of
potential crises as well as to deploy sustainable combined arms teams rapidly by sea and air with reduced overseas presence in terms
of force levels and bases these capabilities have become essential elements of our national military strategy this publication also
underscores the value of marine corps forces as a highly cost effective option in a wide range of situations including crises requiring
forcible entry importantly this publication establishes versatility and adaptability as critical capabilities in a broad range of
circumstances for expeditionary forces in an uncertain world finally this publication describes the marine corps key expeditionary
concepts mcdp 4 logistics marine corps doctrinal publication mcdp 4 logistics describes the theory and philosophy of military logistics as
practiced by the united states marine corps it provides all marines a conceptual framework for the understanding and practice of
effective logistics the marine corps view of logistics is based on our common understanding of the nature of war and on our warfighting
philosophy as described in mcdp1 warfighting mcdp 5 planning this publication describes the theory and philosophy of military planning
as practiced by the u s marine corps the intent is to describe how we can prepare effectively for future action when the future is
uncertain and unpredictable in so doing this publication provides all marines a conceptual framework for planning in peace in crisis or in
war this approach to planning is based on our common understanding of the nature of war and on our warfighting philosophy of
maneuver warfare as described in marine corps doctrinal publication mcdp 1 warfighting mcdp 6 command and control
Navy Tactical Reference Publication 2018-11-18 nttp 3 32 1 maritime operations center builds on the foundation established in nwp
3 32 maritime operations at the operational level of war and describes the maritime operations center moc philosophy and organization
it has been developed in recognition that today s fast paced and multifaceted operational environment demands a more standardized
approach across the full range of military operations this publication should be considered a living document it and each future revision
should bring all united states navy commands a step closer to common tactics techniques and procedures at the operational level
success in the modern maritime operational environment requires working with elements of the joint force multinational partners and
maritime commanders the conduct of modern maritime operations requires a command and control c2 system and processes that
support planning and execution from the strategic through operational to tactical levels
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